Designing marine reserve networks for both conservation and fisheries management
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Marine protected areas (MPAs) that exclude fishing have been shown repeatedly to enhance the abundance, size, and diversity of species. These benefits, however, mean little to most marine species, because individual protected areas typically are small. To meet the larger-scale conservation challenges facing ocean ecosystems, several nations are expanding the benefits of individual protected areas by building networks of protected areas. Doing so successfully requires a detailed understanding of the ecological and physical characteristics of ocean ecosystems and the responses of humans to spatial closures. There has been enormous scientific interest in these topics, and frameworks for the design of MPA networks for meeting conservation and fisheries management goals are emerging. Persistent in the literature is the perception of an inherent tradeoff between achieving conservation and fisheries goals. Through a synthetic analysis across these conservation and bioeconomic studies, we construct guidelines for MPA network design that reduce or eliminate this tradeoff. We present size, spacing, location, and configuration guidelines for designing networks that simultaneously can enhance biological conservation and reduce fishery costs or even increase fishery yields and profits. Indeed, in some settings, a well-designed MPA network is critical to the optimal harvest strategy. When reserves benefit fisheries, the optimal area in reserves is moderately large (mode =30%). Assessing network design principals is limited currently by the absence of empirical data from large-scale networks. Emerging networks will soon rectify this constraint.

G lobal concern for ocean ecosystems has driven growing calls for marine protected areas (MPAs) (e.g., refs. 1, 2). Although the diversity of ocean threats is large (3), only a few of these threats can be mitigated by designating places for protection. Fishing is the human impact that has been the focus of most MPAs. In the extreme, a small subset of the MPAs, known as “marine reserves,” bans all forms of fishing. Only a tiny fraction of the ocean has been set aside as marine reserves, but the global number of reserves now exceeds 200 (4). Syntheses of reserve impacts both inside (5–7), and outside their borders (ref. 8 and Pelc et al., in this issue of PNAS) commonly show large benefits. Biomass typically triples relative to control areas outside the reserves, but the range of responses is enormous (5, 9).

Hundred of scientific studies have explored the details of these ecosystem responses, including the time course of change (10–13), the species that benefit (14, 15), the species that do not benefit (16–18), the cascading effects through foodwebs of excluding human fishing (12, 19, 20), and the challenges in separating true reserve impacts from confounding effects (9).

Our intent here, however, is not to evaluate the successes of marine reserves. Rather, we focus on a consistent failure of single reserves and an emerging solution—networks. For nearly all species in the sea, individual marine reserves provide only minor conservation benefits. The problem is that typically the reserve size is minute compared with the geographic extent of the species it is designed to protect (21–23). Large relative changes in biomass or density within a single small reserve provide relatively limited benefits to the species as a whole. If marine reserves and other MPAs are to provide significant conservation benefits to species, they must be scaled up. One means is to increase their size greatly (e.g., the Papahānaumokuākea National Monument, which covers nearly 360,000 km2). Given the potential economic and social costs of such large individual reserves in heavily populated coastal areas, this option is unlikely to be common. Alternatively, a number of nations (e.g., Australia, the United States; refs. 24, 25) have pursued an alternative approach to scaling up marine reserve benefits: networks of multiple MPAs. By aggregating the benefits of multiple MPAs, the network can have larger impacts. More importantly, a number of theoretical models suggest that networks can have emergent benefits that make the network more than the sum of its individual parts (26–28).

Marine reserve networks are inherently undergoing spatial management tools, and their design criteria (e.g., location, size, spacing, and configuration) theoretically correlate with their likelihood of effectiveness. The pace of scientific exploration of these issues has been brisk (5). Given the diversity of goals (e.g., conservation versus fisheries), processes included (e.g., patterns of movement, forms of density dependence), and assumptions made about fishery management outside the reserve, it is not surprising that model findings often have been at odds across studies (e.g., 14, 29–31). Here we synthesize this large body of research to evaluate how best to meet objectives in marine conservation and fishery management and to demonstrate how the perceived inherent tradeoffs between these two goals can be reduced or eliminated by network designs that provide simultaneous benefits to conservation and fishery prosperity. We address four categories of optimal marine reserve design: (i) location attributes of single reserves without regard to network factors, (ii) size and spacing of reserves in a network, (iii) location attributes of reserves driven by network benefits, and (iv) the proportion of a region to be placed in a network of reserves to achieve conservation and fishery goals. We conclude with a discussion of factors affecting optimal reserve design that need further investigation.

Locating Single Reserves

Single, isolated marine reserves constitute the majority of marine reserves worldwide (5). A multitude of environmental, ecological, and socioeconomic criteria have been established for the optimal siting of single reserves (e.g., 32, 33), especially for enhancing biological conservation. We highlight the criteria we consider especially important (Table 1). The fundamental factor for enhancing biological.
Table 1. Patch (i.e., local species population) attribute and decision to protect it within a reserve, given conservation or fishery objective

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch attribute</th>
<th>Place in reserve, given objective?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Persistent</td>
<td>Conservation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fishery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High population growth rate</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High carrying capacity</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larval source</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Already heavily/overexploited</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costly to harvest</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Fishery goal: minimize costs</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>—Fishery goal: maximize profits</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has distinct habitat edge</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conservation and fishery prosperity is that an isolated reserve must be self-persistent and therefore must have a positive population growth (34). Although this concept is axiomatic, it is rarely followed. For example, in terrestrial landscapes convenient placement of reserves in de facto refuges can fail the persistence criterion when such areas represent extreme environmental conditions (e.g., high elevation) that are ecological sinks dependent on immigration from less extreme, unprotected areas nearby (35). Protecting de facto marine refuges (e.g., a remote reef that is inaccessible) can present similar problems of persistence if the refuge exhibits a net loss of biomass over time because there is more export of production (36, 37) than input of new recruits from neighboring fished areas. Further, placing reserves in de facto refuges may add little new protection, and therefore, by definition, has little effect on fishery prosperity. Even protecting de facto refuges of relatively high population density may be ineffective in meeting conservation goals, because these refuges can fail to persist amid a matrix of intensive fishing. Key to avoiding such pitfalls is consideration of spatial variation in historic regional fishing rates. Intense historical fishing can create remnant populations that are high in density (3, 38) but not self-persistent because of degraded local conditions (39), and protecting such an area in a reserve may require supplemental restoration to meet conservation objectives (23).

Large conservation gains can come from protecting populations that are inherently persistent and have a high local carrying capacity but have been historically overfished. Economic benefits to a fishery also are expected if a persistent reserve area is a source of biomass to neighboring fished areas via adult spillover and/or larval export (27, 40, 41). As with conservation, the optimal reserve location for fisheries prosperity need not have high productivity; areas with high productive capacity can be more profitable as fished sites than as sources of spillover or export (40, 42). Protecting a source population may compensate for harvest lost from the reserve area, although this potential fishery benefit certainly depends on the life history and demography of the species and will not always be realized (18, 31, 43).

The location of a reserve in relation to coastal habitat also can strongly influence its effectiveness, sometimes in ways that differ for conservation versus economic perspectives. Matching a reserve’s edge with a habitat boundary (e.g., reef edge) can enhance conservation benefits for mobile species by limiting spillover into nonprotected waters (44, 45). Conversely, placing a reserve edge in the midst of continuous habitat may enhance adult spillover and thus benefit fisheries (46). From a fishery perspective, the optimal geographic placement of a reserve also depends on whether the goal is to maximize benefits or minimize costs. Placing a reserve edge near an access point (e.g., port) can maximize benefits by increasing the value of “fishing the line,” minimizing transportation costs to the reserve edge (41). Such areas near ports are often the first to be overexploited and thus also may be good candidate locations for conservation. Conversely, when spillover benefits are not expected, fisheries are better served by reserves placed further from port in order to minimize displacement of harvest effort, and thus minimally increase associated travel costs to fishing grounds on the far side of the reserve (47).

Why a Network?
One reserve may play an important role in enhancing or stabilizing adult marine populations locally (5), but if the reserve is too small, persistence may require input from the surrounding area. Modeling studies estimate that single reserves must be at least as large as the average dispersal distance for a species without contributions from elsewhere (48–50). Larval and adult movements typically are long enough to require that reserves be at least tens, and perhaps hundreds, of kilometers wide (20, 41). Few reserves are this large (3, 5, 7), and so by these criteria few single reserves are self-sustaining.

Reserves facing recruitment deficits can receive demographic bailouts from two sources: fished areas and other reserves. With high fishing pressure, the input of larvae from surrounding fished areas drops as the adult fished population declines (51), so the fate of populations within the reserve are linked directly to the health and trajectory of the outside fishery (52, 53). For reserves to help stabilize a fishery or reverse its declines (a fishing goal), or for the populations within reserves to be on a demographic trajectory separate from that of a declining fishery (a conservation goal), reserves must be individually large enough to mitigate the recruitment overfishing problem or must be able to receive sufficient larvae from nonfished sources, i.e., from other reserves (Fig. 1A). As a result, adding more reserves to a system may benefit the
overall system and help meet both fishery and conservation goals.

Hastings and Bostford (34) model the ability of a new reserve to rescue a population that is declining in a prior reserve, under the severe restriction that there is no input from fished areas. The new reserve can alter the fate of the original reserve only if the larvae it contributes to the original reserve are sufficient to reverse the population decline. Two reserve populations, each sufficiently large and sufficiently close, therefore can be more stable demographically than either one separately (Fig. 1B). Under these criteria, a second reserve would help achieve both fishery and management goals. As a result, one simplified rule of thumb for reserve spacing is that reserves should contribute sufficient larvae to and receive sufficient larvae from other reserves. Without this criterion, the fate of populations within non–self-sustaining reserves is tied primarily to the fate of the fished populations outside the reserves.

Two other considerations are generally applicable to establishing reserves in a network: habitat representation and replication (54). Reserve placement in all major marine habitats (i.e., representation) is a key network feature for meeting conservation and fishery goals, because marine species tend to segregate by habitat (e.g., depth, substrate, salinity, and other factors) and often use different habitats during different life stages (32). Placement of multiple reserves in each habitat (i.e., replication) promotes persistence not only through demographic coupling of reserves (discussed above) but also by providing insurance against catastrophes. When disasters (e.g., oil spills, tsunamis, ship groundings) strike the coast, reserves in the region that are smaller than the scale of the disturbance are at risk (55). Because disasters, human-caused and natural, are a common feature of most marine environments, replication of reserves for insurance purposes is critical over the long term (55, 56). The greater the frequency, size, and intensity of disturbance, the greater is the need for added replication to achieve any conservation or fisheries goal.

Size and Spacing of Reserves in a Network

Optimal size and spacing of marine reserves in a network is strongly influenced by the spatial scale of movement of the target species (21). The consequences of movement differ dramatically depending on when movement occurs during the life cycle. When adults leave the boundary of a reserve, they are at risk of becoming part of the fishery. When larvae leave a reserve, however, they can disperse without elevated risk because of their minute size and limited exposure to the fishery. Thus, if larvae disperse successfully to another reserve, where they can grow to adulthood under protection, they may be just as successful as if they never dispersed from their natal reserve. Therefore, scales of adult movement constrain the effectiveness of reserves of different sizes, and scales of larval movement provide a means of connecting the dynamics of multiple reserves in a network (21, 33, 53, 57–60). Theoretical models of the impacts of reserves on population dynamics suggest that multiple reserves can have three kinds of effects on ecosystems. First, multiple reserves can have additive effects, e.g., the increase in population size from the entire network is simply the sum of the increases that would be observed from each reserve in isolation. Second, additional reserves may have declining effects if the marginal value of extra protection declines as more areas are protected. For example, the number of species protected within a reserve is a function of its placement, habitat heterogeneity, and area (61). Because species–area curves increase at a diminishing rate as area increases (62), doubling the area in reserves will not necessarily double the number of species protected. Similarly, if some locations are population sinks that contribute few offspring to future generations, protecting sink sites and shifting fishing effort to more productive sources of larval production could reduce conservation benefits. Third, multiple reserves may have a multiplicative effect on ecosystems if the reserve system as a whole has benefits that are more than the additive sum of benefits of individual reserves.

Achieving such multiplicative effects is the goal when designing reserve networks (63). Individual reserves can enhance population growth outside their borders when enhanced larval production from a reserve seeds larval populations in fished areas. However, a more powerful source of network benefits derives from the demographic coupling of populations in separate reserves. If each reserve can enhance the rate of population growth in the other reserve, then this population synergy potentially can result in increased numbers both within reserves and outside (26, 64). Demographic synergy can be achieved only when reserve populations are directly connected by larval dispersal with sufficient numbers of larvae moving between reserves to affect their demographics (Fig. 1B). As a result, a profitable network strategy is to space reserves close enough to allow substantial larval movement among them. Such placement is necessary but not sufficient to guarantee a multiplicative effect.

To benefit fisheries, the overwhelming majority of theoretical and empirical results indicate that reserve area should be divided into a network of closures whose size and spacing maximize the net effect of spillover of fishable adults and export of larvae to fished areas between the reserves (1, 26, 43, 49, 65, 66). Designs characterized by a greater number of smaller reserves increase the amount of reserve edge and decrease the average distance from fished areas to the reserve edge. Thus many, smaller reserves spaced closely can enhance fishery prosperity by maximizing larval export from reserves to the fished area, but only to the extent that the reserves can sustain themselves at the high biomass densities needed to produce the high larval densities (53). Minimum reserve size is limited by the rate of adult spillover, which directly benefits the fishery but compromises the density of protected biomass within the reserve. From a conservation perspective, larger reserves are always preferred, because they enhance population persistence by increasing the protection of adults (i.e., limiting spillover) and the likelihood that larvae settle within their natal reserve (49, 53, 67). Consequently, there is a tradeoff of conservation benefits versus fishery benefits that is mediated by the interaction of the size, number, and spacing of reserves in a network. Given the enormous variability in scales of adult movement among marine species, the choice of reserve size represents an inherent compromise that creates winning and losing species. Using reserves to protect highly mobile adult stocks (e.g., tuna and other pelagics) may be impractical in most coastal settings, because the requisite reserve size would be politically impractical. However, rapidly emerging data on scales of movement for a diverse range of species suggest that moderately sized reserves that are several to tens of kilometers in alongshore length and extend offshore to encompass depth-related movements should be suitable to contain adult movement for much of the diversity of nearshore species (21, 53, 68). Multiple reserves with moderate spacing may enhance both fisheries and conservation benefits. Inter-reserve distances from tens of kilometers to about one hundred kilometers can enhance both conservation and fishery benefits, because they approach without exceeding the mean larval dispersal distances estimated for many fished coastal marine species (21, 36, 53, 69–74). In these cases, mean dispersal over multiple generations [not dispersal in any one year, which can be quite different (75)] is the most critical metric, because population build-up and persistence in a reserve depends on the average dispersal over multiple years that generates multiple age classes. Reserve networks with moderate spacing may enhance both fisheries and conservation benefits. Overall, moderately sized reserves with moderate spacing are most likely to maintain their adult populations (and to be self-persistent) and to exhibit interreserve connectivity via larval dispersal (for promoting metapopulation and metacommunity persistence). Furthermore, a network of reserves maximizes larval export to adjacent fishing areas, potentially allowing high yields and profits.
Locating Reserves in a Network

Reserve location can be critical to network effectiveness. In a system using multiple reserves, some locations provide strategic benefits to the collective impact of the network. Although many of the criteria for siting a single reserve apply to configuring multiple reserves (Table 1), the net effect of an optimally designed network can exceed the sum of the individual reserve effects (63). For example, a reserve network might benefit from a reserve placed in a region that exports all its larvae, whereas a single reserve in such a place would be unsustainable. Furthermore, multiple configurations may be able to achieve similar outcomes (56), thereby offering considerable flexibility for stakeholders in choosing a reserve design.

Long-term population and biodiversity persistence depends on multigenerational dispersal pathways involving source and sink locations of variable vulnerability and resilience and may be achieved by reserve networks with a configuration different from that desired when the goal is to maximize current conservation (34, 53). For example, representative positioning of reserves across multiple habitat types—a simple mechanism commonly exploited for maximizing current biodiversity conservation (e.g., Australia’s Great Barrier Reef and California Northern Channel Islands network reserve designs, refs. 25, 54, 76)—may fail to protect selectively particular (e.g., low-risk) areas that compromise conservation of current biodiversity levels but can enhance long-term persistence (56). Redundancy of habitat protection in reserves also promotes persistence, especially when reserves are configured to promote gene flow among them (e.g., via larval dispersal, ref. 77), although such a network has the potential to compromise current biodiversity conservation when the proportion of protection in a region is fixed.

Fishery yields and profits are expected to be maximized in a reserve network when reserves are configured to maximize larval export to fished areas (49). As with siting a single reserve, a simple rule of thumb is to protect the greatest sources or upstream patches and fish sinks or downstream patches (27, 63). However, in the case of multiple reserves, heterogeneity in larval dispersal can result in nearly equivalent, optimal reserve network configurations containing source patches of variable (not necessarily maximum) strength (28). Furthermore, as was the case for maximizing conservation, optimal reserve configuration for maximizing fishery prosperity may include reserves that serve as intermediary sites connecting other reserves in the network. Regardless of the particular network, the fundamental messages are that (i) larval connectivity drives optimal reserve configuration, (ii) fishery prosperity is maximized when the network maximizes overall—not individual reserve—larval export to fished areas, and (iii) the more spatially heterogeneous the connectivity pattern, the greater is the potential increase in fishery prosperity (28, 53, 78, 79). It also is important to note that the fisheries-based effectiveness of a reserve network, i.e., its ability to maximize larval export, depends not only on reserve configuration but also on optimal, heterogeneous regulation of harvest in the fished areas (28).

Proportion of Protection in a Region

It is a common perception that conservation and fishery perspectives promote dramatically different, irreconcilable estimates of the optimal percentage of a region to protect in reserves. For many species, however, this assumption may not be true. Although the two management objectives differ markedly in how they are measured, both rely on abundant and persistent populations, features promoted by reserves. For many species both objectives may be nearly maximized across a range of overlapping reserve percentages (30). Below we highlight this region of overlap that is critical for minimizing the tradeoffs involved in using reserves to achieve fishery and conservation goals.

In this synthesis we assume the use of marine reserves despite uncertainty about the profitability of reserves and our recognition that fishery profit is influenced by numerous, often interacting, factors characterizing fish population dynamics and fishery management, including reserve design (17, 29, 40, 80, 81). Table 2 presents a list of factors with predicted positive and negative individual effects on fishery profitability measured by attributes of reserve design. Model evaluations of marine reserves typically focus on one or a few of these factors and invariably (and understandably) make a large number of simplifying demographic, ecological, environmental, and socioeconomic assumptions. The outcome is a collection of results, each linked to a specific set of assumptions, advocating for and against using reserves to benefit fisheries. This strong divergence of results can exacerbate efforts to determine an optimal reserve policy satisfying both conservation and fishery stakeholders.

A survey of 33 modeling exercises with 57 case studies explicitly testing the impact of marine reserves on expected fisheries yields and/or profits reveals that reserves have the potential to enhance fishery prosperity for a range of species and ecological settings: Approximately half of the studies suggest higher fishery yields/profits are obtained when marine reserves are part of the management strategy (Fig. 2A). Moreover, when marine reserves enhance fishery prosperity, peak benefits are projected to occur when reserves constitute as much as half the total habitat (Fig. 2B). These projected benefits with moderately large portions of area in reserves support the conclusion that reserve networks can provide simultaneous conservation and fisheries benefits for some species and locations. Placing a still larger proportion of the area in reserves would provide even greater conservation benefits, but the revenue lost because of the displacement of fishing effort from protected areas typically would outweigh the gains generated by the reserves (e.g., via larval export, ref. 43). Furthermore, for many species, reserves may not increase long-term profits compared with those attainable under optimal nonreserve management or may increase profits only under limited conditions (18). Importantly, our synthesis focuses on optimal management; when a fishery is being overexploited (i.e., management is not optimal) or when environmental or management uncertainty is considered, reserves benefit fisheries across an even greater set of species (17, 82, 83).

Within their boundaries, reserves almost invariably increase biomass and biodiversity (10), with greater absolute increases (especially in biomass) expected for larger protected areas (5, 6). Given the economic constraints suggested by the fishery perspective, what proportion of protected area to fished area is sufficient to support conservation goals? Answering this question requires determining at what reserve proportions do conservation benefits begin to saturate and whether this point is low enough not to compromise fishery prosperity significantly. Without replenishment of larvae from fished areas, Botsford et al. (50) estimate persistence within reserves (i.e., self-replenishment) requires that the reserve be larger than the maximum dispersal distance of the fished species; if the reserve area is configured in a network of smaller reserves, network-wide replenishment can be achieved if reserves collectively constitute one-third to one-half of the region. Although these estimates are based on the extreme assumption that overexploitation has reduced local fished stocks to negligible levels in fished areas, overexploitation does exist in many parts of the world (38, 84, 85), and increased local fishing pressure in response to displacement from reserves is an expected feature of optimal management for maximizing fishery prosperity (9, 43). A similar range of reserve coverage may be required to achieve marine biodiversity conservation goals as well (64, 86, 87). Consequently, in the face of poor fisheries management, a conservative estimate of the minimum proportion of a region to be placed in reserves lies at approximately one-third, a value comfortably within the maximum proportion estimated to maximize fishery prosperity for a number of species (Fig. 2B). A comparable figure has been recommended by scientists involved in empirical case
Table 2. Factors that affect fishery profitability of marine reserves, with brief descriptions of underlying mechanisms and reserve design implications to promote profitability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Increases reserve profitability</th>
<th>Reduces reserve profitability</th>
<th>Reserve design attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adult age/stage structure</td>
<td>Older/larger fish in reserves produce more offspring, resulting in greater larval export to fished areas (65). Reserves increase biomass contribution to harvested populations by buffering against evolution for reduced size at maturity (98).</td>
<td>Density dependent stock-recruitment dynamics enable reserves to increase biomass yield only for overexploited populations (17). Reserves generally reduce yields of species for whom biomass, reproduction or mortality vary with age (18).</td>
<td>Scale reserve network to maximize net export of larvae to fished areas (e.g., 49).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adult movement</td>
<td>Reserves may increase yield if properly sized relative to adult movement (33). For both dispersal and migration, reserves can increase long-term yield and recovery probabilities (99). Reserves protecting nursery or spawning grounds can increased yields of mobile fishery species (100).</td>
<td>Adult spillover from reserves increases catch only under a limited set of conditions (41, 60, 101). Reserves may be ineffective if not configured to account for nondiffusive movement behavior of adult fish (102).</td>
<td>Scale reserve larger than adult home range size to promote population build-up (68, 103). Place boundaries at continuous habitat to allow spillover (46). Use additional conservation measure for pelagics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density-dependent recruitment</td>
<td>Reserves may increase fishery profits under mixed intra/intercohort density dependence (43).</td>
<td>Reserves increase yield only under intercohort density dependence (104).</td>
<td>Place reserves in source locations and fish larvae sinks (e.g., 28, 40).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density-dependent growth</td>
<td>Reserves can increase profits under ecological and/or economic spatial heterogeneity (40).</td>
<td>Crowding in fished areas from larval input from reserves decreases individual growth and can reduce biomass yield (105).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial heterogeneity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Indirect negative effects of protection through competition or predation may reduce population sizes with reserves (20).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habitat degradation</td>
<td>High fishing pressure between reserves may reduce yield through habitat disturbance (e.g., via trawling; 106).</td>
<td>Protect area with low growth rate but high carrying capacity that is net biomass exporter (40).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental stochasticity/management uncertainty</td>
<td>Reserves can increase yield by buffering against population instability/management uncertainty (95). Reserves can increase profits of stochastic spatial resource (28).</td>
<td>Redundancy in habitat coverage by reserves can provide spatial buffering against shocks to system (56).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fishermen behavior</td>
<td></td>
<td>Place reserves beneficial to fishery near port and detrimental reserves far from port (47, 108).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enforcement costs</td>
<td>Low monitoring and enforcement costs may provide reserves with a comparative cost advantage (109).</td>
<td>Reallocating of spatial fishing effort can reduce positive benefits of reserves (47).</td>
<td>Make reserve design permanent and simple (88, 111).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic discount rate</td>
<td>Increasing the discount rate reduces the incentive to preserve high densities (in reserves) for generating future profits (40).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Studies (88), and this range of protection is consistent with estimates derived from analyses of minimum reserve sizes and maximum reserve spacing as described above. For example, under California’s Marine Life Protection Act, preferred alongshore size (20 km) and maximum spacing (50 km) guidelines derived from patterns of adult and larval dispersal would yield a fractional area in reserves of 29%. Such target proportions for reserves would decrease if fishing rates outside reserves decrease or if reserves are placed strategically to maximize conservation benefits. Intriguingly, these estimates derived from seeking simultaneous benefits for conservation and fisheries prosperity exceed the global targets driven solely by conservation interests (e.g., Convention for Biological Diversity targets of 10% MPAs in 2010 and 20% MPAs in 2020).
Larval Export in Marine Reserve Models

Nearly all the results used to characterize optimal reserve design assume export of dispersing larvae beyond reserve boundaries despite limited knowledge of the spatial details of this key process. There is growing empirical evidence for larval export and its potential benefits to conservation and fisheries, but the results are species-specific and difficult to quantify accurately (ref. 21 and Pelc et al., in this issue of PNAS). Nonetheless, simple messages (e.g., that larval dispersal is spatially and temporally variable and correlated with oceanographic conditions, refs. 89–91) have guided us in generating increasingly complex depictions of larval dispersal for use in marine reserve models (37, 92, 93). Recent efforts have demonstrated that larval connectivity is inherently an intermittent and heterogeneous process on annual time scales (93). These findings alter our perceptions of species persistence and what it means for a patch to be a larval source or sink (75, 94). Although stochastic larval dispersal patterns can resemble simple functional forms (e.g., Gaussian) when averaged over many years (37), and average larval dispersal distances of 50–150 km from stochastic models are similar to those based on simpler models (37, 69), the stochastic nature of larval connectivity creates an unavoidable uncertainty in the assessment of fish recruitment and fishery yields. This finding begs the question of whether results from past marine reserve models based on simpler assumptions of larval dispersal still hold. Over long time scales, it is reassuring that results may change little. For example, reserves provide a buffer against ecological uncertainty (95), and a sound network design of reserves is expected to promote metapopulation resilience to stochastic larval recruitment dynamics (83, 94). Over short-term time scales, however, expectations of larval recruitment and marine reserve effects will change from those based on simpler models. Matching these expectations with empirical observations remains one of the greatest challenges in future investigations of the effects of marine reserve networks. Emerging tools in tracking dispersal (96) may help us move rapidly from theory to empirical analysis.

Outstanding Issues in Reserve Network Design

Although conceptual advances in reserve network design have been rapid, several challenges remain. First, marine ecosystems include enormous biological diversity with a broad range of ecologies and life histories. Although some simple rules of thumb are emerging that may provide benefits for many species in a diversity of settings, no design ever can provide benefits for all. Broadening the range of species that benefit is a clear goal that may entail designs focused specifically on reducing the variability in benefits among species (e.g., ref. 36). In addition, if species benefit differentially, how will emerging MPA networks alter interactions between species that benefit in different ways and to different extents (12, 19, 20)? Second, MPA networks are being designed on the basis of conditions, both biological and physical, that exist today. However, these features of the ecosystem often are strongly coupled to climate variability. Marine reserves are fixed in place, but the species they are designed to benefit may shift dramatically in their geographic distributions over coming decades in the face of climate change. Species already have shown poleward range shifts and shifts to deeper habitats. Moreover, larval connectivity depends partially on how long larvae take to develop, and this time scale is tightly coupled to temperature (97). Will network designs focused on persistence or profitability today promote persistence and profitability in an altered seascape? Third, as we have discussed, nearly all current work on network designs to meet fisheries goals focus on yield and profitability. There are, however, many other fishery management goals that might be benefited by networks of marine reserves. These goals include estimating ecosystem-wide effects of fishing to inform ecosystem-based fisheries management, spatially explicit stock assessments, and disentangling effects of fishing from climate change and other impacts. Moreover, MPA networks have other goals, such as preserving natural and cultural heritage, education, and research in “pristine” settings, and these goals may require different design decisions (32, 33). Finally, the efficacy of the design elements we have discussed remains largely untested, because networks of MPAs on appropriate geographical scales have been implemented only recently. Can we empirically assess whether the theoretical expectations for network effectiveness (e.g., those listed in Table 2) in the competing arenas of conservation and fisheries management hold true in real ecosystems? In particular, information about the actual effects of reserve networks on socioeconomic processes is lacking; all the predictions listed in Table 2 are generated using theoretical models whose results need to be validated empirically. With the maturing of existing networks and rapid increase in implementation of new networks, scientists and managers are poised to challenge ecological theory with data from real world networks.


Fig. 2. Synthesis of 33 peer-reviewed scientific publications representing 57 case studies that explicitly examined how much area should be protected from fishing to maximize long-term fishery yield and/or profit. (Papers were obtained via an ISI Web of Science search on July 14, 2009 using keywords “marine reserve(s)” OR “marine protected area(s)” AND “yield” OR “profit.” We recovered 131 papers and considered all appropriate ones.) (A) Number of studies concluding that fishery yields/profits were maximized via management without versus with the use of marine reserves. (B) Frequency distribution of the percentage of fishing grounds recommended to be included in marine reserves in the studies that found reserves to be a part of yield/profit-maximizing management. Literature included in the survey is available on request from the authors.